Message
Welcome to the Association of Universities of Asia and the Pacific (AUAP).
It’s an era of globalization that integrated world knowledge, information, technology, culture and
values in a single platform. Our young minds must utilize it for creating a better world and I
believe that they have the potential to do so. It’s our responsibility to make a complete ecosystem
for creating global citizen. Only the global citizens can utilize the power of globalization by
enhancing mutual respect for all types of human beings. To make it happen there are no
alternative of making educational partnership with the universities in abroad. As the 2nd VicePresident of AUAP I will keep my highest effort to promote sustainable partnership aims at
creating positive impact towards our beloved world. I am fully confident that I can make it.
Recalling the memory when I was the President of Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & Industries
(DCCI) in 2013 where I took an initiative for creating 2000 young entrepreneurs to solve the
unemployment problem in a sustainable way. The initiative is still open since I have completed
my tenure as the President.
I believe in diversification when required. I started my career as an IT business man in the very
beginning of nineties (1990) than I diversified it to the education sector. In this way I got the
chance for making contribution in the area of education. Besides School, College & University I
also founded Daffodil Institute of Social Science (DISS) - a home of helpless street child that
providing free education, shelter as well as every sorts of support for living. During my tenure I
also take an initiative to make the AUAP more diversified so that it can make more contribution
to make the world a better place.
From my sense nothing is precious than receiving human love and I am getting it this is the core
of my motivation. In my journey I solicit all of your support and advice.
May peace & love be upon all of you.
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